
Gas Outdoor Fireplace - For Use in Open Spaces.
Operating Manual | Fuora Q/R



PREFACE

Dear customer,

Thank you for choosing to buy a SPARTHERM product. We hope you enjoy the 
comfortable, cosy fire of your gas fireplace. Our products have been developed 
and produced according to the highest quality and safety requirements. For this 
reason, you can enjoy many years of trouble-free use, guaranteed.

In this booklet, you can find instructions for installing and using your new unit. 
Read the instructions and the user's manual well so that you can familiarise 
 yourself with the unit. If you would like more support, you can contact your dealer 
or installer.

Your SPARTHERM Team

G.M. Rokossa
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• If you install a (separate) device in which to place the gas cylinder, be 

sure that the cylinder is well ventilated. Propane is heavier than air, and 

an accumulation of this gas can have dangerous consequences. If you 

have any questions about the instructions in this manual, please contact 

your sales outlet.

• It is dangerous and illegal to use this unit in an enclosed space! The unit has 

been developed for outdoor use.

2. INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

Packaging contents

1 Fully assembled burner

1 Bag of 8-16 mm lava stones

1 x Operating manual and installation manual

1 Cover (if a glass top is not provided)

1 Aluminium base with castors and levelling feet for safety

1 Rubber piece for mounting the gas cylinder

1 Pressure regulator + 0.4 m gas hose

1 Tip-protection valve

Unpacking

Once you have unpacked everything, you should dispose of the packaging 

appropriately.

Usage

If your gas fire is set up in commercial areas, use a pressure reducer with 

a pressure relief valve.

This is available for purchase as an optional component (see page 9).

1. WARNING

• Read the instructions carefully before using the gas outdoor fireplace 

(Fuora) and keep the instructions for future reference.

• This product and, if applicable, the gas cylinder should be installed 

in accordance with the instructions in this manual, as well as with all 

 applicable national and/or local regulations.

• The distance from flammable materials to the fireplace should be at 

least 1.5 metres.

• Never leave the fire unattended.

• Do not move the gas outdoor fireplace (Fuora) when it is hot or in 

operation.

• Keep children out of reach of the product while it is in use and until it 

has completely cooled down.

• Caution! Touching the hot parts can cause blisters! A safety device has 

to be provided to keep children as well as frail or disabled people from 

coming too near to the unit.

• Always shut off the gas valve before moving the product.

• Shut off the gas supply after use.

• Never perform repairs on your own and do not make any changes to 

the unit.

• Do not block the air flow in the direction of the burner and/or the injector.

• Do not interfere with the air flow in the direction of the gas cylinder 

housing.

• In the case of strong wind, place the unit in a sheltered location to 

prevent it from overturning.

• In the event of a gas leak, close the gas cylinder or shut the gas valve 

connected to the main gas supply.
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Caution: If you need assistance when installing the fireplace, please 

contact your dealer.

2.1 PROPANE INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

1. Connect the pressure regulator to the gas cylinder (left-handed thread) 

(the maximum allowable filling amount is 10.5 kg). To do so, use suitable 

(adjustable) pliers. It is not enough to tighten it by hand; This could allow 

a leak to occur. Replace the gas cylinder only in well-ventilated areas and 

not near candles, cigarettes or other flammable sources.

2. Caution: Before connecting the pressure regulator, always ensure that 

the rubber gasket is present and undamaged. If not, the device must not 

be used until the gasket is replaced.

3. Make sure that the gas cylinder is always standing upright. The gas hose 

must not come into contact with sharp objects or edges which could 

 damage the inner tube. Be sure that the gas hose does not come into 

contact with hot parts of the burner.

4. Check all of the connections for leaks. To do so, moisten all of the gas 

connections with soapy water or use a gas leak detection spray. If bubbles 

arise in the suds or the gas leak detection spray, there is a leak.

5. Distribute the supplied ca. 0.9 kg (8-16 mm) lava stones in the form of a 

small hill (Fig.1b) on the burner bed. Be sure that no small pieces of stone 

enter the burner. Also be sure that no stones are lying on the thermal 

element. The fireplace is now ready for use.

6. Now, the two adjustable feet on the bottom of the gas fireplace have to be 

adjusted in order to ensure a secure footing.

Warning

Check the gas hose at least once a month as well as each time you change 

the gas cylinder. If the hose shows signs of cracks or other damage, it 

should be replaced by a tube of the same length and quality.

3. TECHNICAL DATA

Manufacturer Spartherm Feuerungstechnik GmbH

Contact details Postbox 1751

 D-49324 Melle

 Phone: +49 (0) 54 22 9441-0

 Fax:     +49 (0) 54 22 9441-14

Model Fuora Q / R

Versions Propane, Butane

Country of destination Germany (FRG)

Standard EN 14543+A1

PIN Number CE 0063CO3494

Propane connection Pressure regulator 50mbar

Heat output 3-7 kW

Fig. 1a Fig. 1b
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MODEL: Fuora Q / R

Suitable types of propane

Gas category I3P-30 I3P-37 I3P-50 I3B/P-30

Type of gas G31 G31 G31 G30

Injector (mm) 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3

Pressure (mbar) 30 37 50 30

Rated load (kW) 6.00 6.80 7.80 7.00

Full gas rate (m3/h) 0.223 0.249 0.284 0.196

Country of destination Germany

Manufactured by Spartherm Feuerungstechnik GmbH

CE 0063

PIN: 0063CO3494

Serial number: 30100001

• Designed exclusively for use outdoors.

• Read the user's manual well before you operate the unit.

• The individual parts can become very hot; keep the unit out of reach of 

children.

• The unit is intended for heating purposes.

• The unit has an open fire; Always ensure the safety of children 

and elderly/infirm persons.

4. SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

Please read these safety instructions carefully before operating the gas 

fireplace! If the information from the instructions is not strictly followed, 

fire or explosion could result, which could lead to property damage, serious 

bodily injury or even death.

WARNING: Improper installation, adjustments, changes, care or  maintenance 

can result in injury or damage. Consult the user's manual which is included 

in this delivery. If you have questions or would like additional information, 

please contact an authorised gas fitter. When igniting the burner, make sure 

that the valve of the gas cylinder is opened fully.

WARNING: This gas fireplace is only suitable for propane. The unit is 

intended exclusively for outdoor use. It is not suited for installation in 

 buildings, garages or closed structures or in/on vehicles or boats.

WARNING: This gas f i replace should never be used underneath a 

 combustible structure or combustible materials and should never be placed 

in the immediate vicinity of other combustible materials.

WARNING: The installation and maintenance of the unit should be  conducted 

by a recognised gas fitter. Local regulations should be followed in the 

 process. Improper installation, adjustment, alteration, care or  maintenance 

can result in damage or injury.
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Note: The four cotter pins must always be used!

5. COMMISSIONING THE UNIT

1. Remove the weather protection hood (if provided).

2. Check that the gas is connected correctly to the gas cylinder and open 

the cylinder. Secure the gas cylinder with the rubber mounting piece.

3. The gas outdoor fireplace (Fuora) is operated with the gas regulator 

located behind the fireplace door.

4. In order for the gas to be able to flow to the burner, the tip-protection 

(Fig. 3) has to be aligned horizontally.

WARNING: Follow all the instructions (provided in the manual) regarding 

gas leak detection before operating the unit. Never try to loosen the gas 

fitting when the unit is in use.

WARNING: Do not use or store petrol or other flammable vapours or liquids 

near this or other units.

WHAT YOU SHOULD DO IF YOU SMELL GAS: Close the gas  supply, 

 extinguish any f ires, and then contact your gas f i tter and fol low his 

 instructions. If you cannot reach your gas fitter, you should contact the fire 

brigade.

WARNING:  This uni t  may not  be used on  a  f lammable surface,  

such as a wood table.

WARNING: Transporting the unit must only be conducted with the four 

secured cotter pins in place. The cotter pins are included with the unit and 

are to be inserted in the gas cylinder compartment in the perforated steel 

plates of the upper part of the glass (Fig. 2a /b).

Fig. 2a Fig. 2b

INCORRECT INCORRECTCORRECT

Fig. 3
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5.1 SWITCHING THE UNIT ON

1. Turn the ignition knob on the gas control panel (Fig. 4) as far to the right 

as possible. Push in the ignition knob. Then, turn it to the left, keeping it 

pushed in until you hear a "click" (Fig. 5). This "click" is the ignition of 

the pilot light. If necessary, repeat this process 3-5 times until the pilot 

light is burning.

2. Once the pilot light is lit, continue holding in the ignition knob for another 

10 seconds. Then release the ignition knob.

3. If the pilot light goes out, repeat steps 1 and 2 until the pilot light starts 

burning.

Caution: If a new gas cylinder is installed or the fireplace has not been 

used for a while, you first have to release the air from the gas hose. This 

may take a while before the pilot light ignites.

5.2 BURNER FLAME

After the pilot light starts burning, the ignition knob (Fig. 6) has to be turned 

to the left. Now the main burner (Fig 1) is supplied with gas.

5.3 ADJUSTING THE FLAME HEIGHT

1. The desired height of the gas flame can be adjusted by turning the flame 

height controller (Fig. 7) to the right or left.

2. For a lower gas flame, turn the knob clockwise to the right (Fig. 8).

3. For a higher gas flame, turn the knob clockwise to the left (Fig. 7).

5.4 SWITCHING THE UNIT OFF

1. By turning the ignition knob to the right again (Fig. 4), you will shut off the gas 

supply and the fire will go out. Then, the gas cylinder has to be closed.

5.5 WARNING – IF YOU SMELL GAS

Never ignite the unit if you smell gas. If the unit is on when you smell gas, you 

have to interrupt the gas supply (close the gas cylinder or the gas valve).

Then, check all of the connections for leaks. To do so, moisten all of the gas 

connections with soapy water or use a gas leak detection spray. If bubbles arise 

in the suds or the gas leak detection spray, there is a leak.

You can only use the unit again after all the leaks have been sealed. Please 

consult your dealer, if necessary.

Fig. 6Fig. 5Fig. 4

Fig. 7 Fig. 8
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5.6 REMOVING THE GLASS CASING

The glass casing is fitted on the body and is secured on the sides with four 

steel lugs. (Fig. 9)

The steel lugs are inserted through the coated body and are secured in the 

gas cylinder compartment with four cotter pins (Fig. 10).

To take off the glass casing, the four cotter pins must be removed from the 

steel lugs (Fig. 11).

Then the glass can be carefully lifted up (Fig. 12).

6. GAS CYLINDER ADAPTER

Fig. 9

Fig. 12

Fig. 10

Fig. 11

Pressure reducer with a pressure 

relief valve

For commercial use in Germany.

Order number: 1033198

Adapter fitting 1: Italy, Switzerland
Small cylinder external thread x external thread M 10 x 1
Order number: 1034297

Adapter fitting 2: Italy
Small cylinder external thread x internal thread W 20 x 1/14" LH
Order number: 1034298

Adapter fitting 3: Belgium, Denmark, Finland, Luxembourg, 
Norway, Austria, Portugal, Scotland, Switzerland, Italy, Sweden
Small cylinder external thread x external thread M 14 x 1.5
Order number: 1034300

Adapter fitting 4: Denmark, England, France, the Netherlands, 
Italy, Austria, Switzerland, Spain
Small cylinder external thread x internal thread W 21.8 x 
1/14" LH
Order number: 1034302

6.1 ADAPTER FOR THE CONNECTION
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7. GENERAL WARRANTY CONDITIONS

7.1 AREA OF APPLICATION

These standard warranty terms apply for the contractual relationship 

between the manufacturer, Spartherm Feuerungstechnik GmbH, and 

the dealer/distributor. These warranty conditions are not identical to the 

 contractual and warranty conditions governing relations between the dealer 

or distributor and its customers.

7.2 GENERAL INFORMATION

This product has been manufactured in compliance with current  standards 

of quality control. The materials used have been carefully selected and – 

like our entire production process – are subject to on-going quality  control.  

Special ist knowledge is required when assembling and instal l ing the 

 product. The product must, therefore, only be installed and  commissioned 

into service by special ist technical staff, in compliance with current 

 statutory provisions.

7.3 WARRANTY PERIOD

The standard warranty terms only apply within Germany and the European 

Union. The warranty period and scope of the warranty are ensured within 

the framework of these conditions outside the statutory warranty, which 

remains unaffected.

Spartherm Feuerungstechnik GmbH offers a 24-month warranty in respect 

of the housing, operating components (such as handles, setting levers, 

shock absorbers), electrical and electronic components (such as fans), 

rotational speed controllers, original spare parts, the pressure regulator, all 

items purchased as extras, and all safety appliances.

Spartherm Feuerungstechnik GmbH offers a 6-month warranty in respect of 

consumables mounted in the combustion /firebox area, such as the fire clay, 

vermiculite, fire grates, seals and glass ceramics.

7.4 WARRANTY REQUIREMENTS

The warranty period shall begin on the date when the product is delivered 

to the dealer/intermediary This is to be substantiated by documentation, 

such as invoices or delivery notes by the dealer/intermediary The warranty 

certificate for the product must be presented by the claimant upon making 

a warranty claim.

 

Spartherm Feuerungstechnik GmbH is not obliged to satisfy any claim if 

such documentation is not presented.

7.5 EXCLUSIONS FROM THE WARRANTY

These warranty provisions do not cover:

• component wear

• fire clay/vermiculite, i.e. natural products which expand and contract 

on exposure to cyclical heating and cooling. This can cause cracks to 

appear. The combustion chamber linings will remain fully functional, 

provided they are still in position and are not broken.

• the upper surfaces: discolouration of the coating or galvanic surfaces, due to 

excessive thermal loading or over-heating.
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• the push-up mechanism: failure to comply with installation guidelines, 

resulting in over-heating of the guide rollers and bearings.

• seals: reductions in sealing strength due to seal hardening as a result 

of thermal loading.

• glass ceramics: soil ing, due to soot or other burnt-on combustion  

 materials and visual deterioration due to thermal loading.

• careless transportation or incorrect storage

• inappropriate or careless handling of fragile components, such as glass 

or ceramics

• incorrect operation and/or use

• lack of maintenance

• incorrect installation or equipment connection

• failure to comply with installation guidelines or operating instructions

• technical modifications made to the appliance by persons other than the 

qualified technical staff

7.6 ELIMINATION OF DEFECTS / REPAIR

Independent of any statutory provisions acknowledged as taking precedence 

over the terms of this warranty, all necessary repair work resulting from 

 material or manufacturing defects shall be conducted free-of-charge and 

shall not invalidate the remaining provisions of the warranty. Within the scope 

of this warranty promise, Spartherm Feuerungstechnik GmbH reserves the 

right to either remedy the fault or replace the device free of charge. The 

elimination of defects shall take precedence.

The terms of this warranty shall not extend to any damage or compensation 

not covered by statutory provisions.

7.7 EXTENSION TO THE WARRANTY PERIOD

The warranty period shall automatically be extended when claims made in 

respect of these guarantee provisions result in the repair or replacement of 

defective equipment.

7.8 SPARE PARTS

Only the manufacturer 's  own  components, or  rep lacement  par ts 

 recommended and approved by him, shall be used for appliance servicing 

and repair.

7.9 LIABILITY

Damages and claims for compensation which are not the result of delivery 

of a defective device from Spartherm Feuerungstechnik GmbH are excluded 

and are not part of this warranty promise.

 

The above shall not include claims made in respect of statutory legal 

requirements. 

7.10 CLOSING REMARKS

In addition to these warranty conditions and our commitment to them, our 

dealers and contractual partners are pledged to assist you in both word and 

deed. We expressly recommend that our fireplaces and stoves be inspected 

regularly by a qualified technician.
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The global brand for your lounge

Spartherm Feuerungstechnik GmbH · Maschweg 38 · D-49324 Melle  
 Phone +49 (0) 5422 94 41-0 · Fax +49 (0) 5422 9441-14 · www.spartherm.com

Your specialist dealer:

Reg. no.: Product inspected by: Date:

. .
Day       Month            Year


